Abstract--A new mathematical editor, based on the recognition of run-on discrete handwritten symbols, is proposed. The tested laboratory prototype of the system, modular and adaptable to the user habits and site requirements, uses a natural handwriting interface as well as human gestures. Two methods were used for symbol recognition, namely the state-of-the-art elastic matching algorithm and an Adaptive Resonance Theory neural architecture. The neural solution is proved to be better adapted to the cognitive nature of the problem and faster in both learning and test phases. Finally a novel attribute grammar permits the detection and subsequent correction of errors in the mathematical expressions.
INTRODUCTION
Although a better user interface was always a central point in the design and development of an information system, recently major emphasis is observed for a natural user interface in both research and commercial levels. The use of speech and handwriting are the reasonable candidates for such a natural, human-like interface. The systems of speech synthesis and recognition have made a substancial advance, especially in the case of isolated words. (1'21 On the other hand, the use of handwriting has not yet presented a feasible solution for a general system, despite its enormous scientific and economic interest. Nevertheless, the development of software tools based on handwriting is currently under way, in order to follow the recent hardware and software achievements, that are globally known by the name pen-based computing. 13~ The proposed mathematical editor is an example of such tools. It is based on the recognition of the introduced run-on discrete-time handwritten symbols and on the use of gestures that perform typical tasks of text processing, such as insertion, modification or deletion. Both aspects contribute to a system that follows the pen-paper paradigm.
The main drawback for the expansion of systems, using handwriting as a means of interaction with the computer, is the difficulty of providing a system able to t Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. recognize close to unrestricted handwriting. In the past several methods were proposed, based on the classical statistical or syntactical pattern recognitionJ 4) Although these methods can present a relative success for limited cases, the heuristic definition of the feature vectors and the non-cognitive nature of the classification techniques has not led to a satisfactory solution. Recently, several techniques based on neural network theory were proposed in order to overcome the afore mentioned drawbacks. The well-known general features of the neural networks such as parallelism, adaptability etc. make them good candidates for the problem of handwritten symbol recognition that has a close relationship with the corresponding human task. The majority of the proposed methods use the feedforward neural networks with the Backpropagation learning algorithm, ~s'6) while some of them intend to provide models inspired from biological neural networksF ~ In any case, no major models were proposed for the case of on-line run-on diserete handwritten symbols.
In this paper a new neural network architecture is proposed for the recognition of on-line handwritten symbols. The underlying theory of the neural models is the Adaptive Resonance Theory, ~g) that was developed by Gail Carpenter and Stephen Grossberg of Boston University. It forms one of the most appealing theories for unsupervised learning, based on a solid mathematical and biological background. Several models were proposed for the case of unsupervised learning, such as ART2 °) and Fuzzy-ART, (1°) while new architectures based on the same principles were 808 Y.A. DIMITRIADIS and J. L. CORONADO proposed for supervised learning (ARTMAP ~11) and Fuzzy_ARTMAP(I 2)). On the other hand, since a symbol may be considered as a sequence of components, modules that can represent a sequence by a spatial pattern are necessary. At the proposed architecture, a module that follows the same basic neural theory is used, namely the STORE (Sustained Temporal Order REcurrent) proposed by Bradski et al. (13'1" . 1 The vast bibliography on handwriting recognition confirms that no single recognition module can have an acceptable performance rate in a realistic system. Therefore, the context is normally used for the detection and correction of committed errors, ~5) as is the case also in the human performance. In the mathematical editor a modified architecture is proposed for the alphanumeric text, based on the classical approaches of text recognition systems. The mathematical expressions form an especially interesting part, because of their structured nature and the bidimensional distribution of their elements. Few solutions were proposed in the literature for the processing of the mathematical expressions, t~6'~7) and to the best of our knowledge never in the context of detection and correction of errors. In this paper a new attribute gramma? TM is proposed that can efficiently and flexibly represent the mathematical expressions, for its subsequent use in error detection and correction.
Finally, the importance of the specifications in the mathematical editor should be emphasized if we consider that a useable system should be adaptable to the user habits and site requirements. The use of these specifications conditioned the design and development of the final laboratory prototype that was implemented. It should be noted that the proposed system still lacks features of a complete fully tested commercial prototype, although a considerable effort is being currently done in this direction.
In Section 2, the design of the mathematical editor is explained and the general hardware and software structure is presented. In Section 3, we describe the problem of on-line recognition of handwritten symbols, presenting the two approaches that were followed. A brief introduction to ART is made and the neural architecture is described. On the other hand, the main points of the elastic matching approach are given in order to serve for comparison with the neural architecture. The modules used for error detection and correction for both alphanumeric text and mathematical expressions are described in Section 4. Experimental results for the distinct modules of the editor are presented in Section 5, while the main points are discussed in the concluding section.
DESIGN OF THE MATHEMATICAL EDITOR

The design criteria
Personal productivity and office automation tools have shown an impressive expansion since the last decade, especially due to the enhanced ratio of price/ performance and the wide use of personal computers and workstations. The preparation of documents, that may vary from simple letters to complex books, constitute one of the principal examples of this field. Specifically, the preparation and formatting of technical documents, that include alphanumeric text and mathematical expressions, are some of the main concerns for the engineering and academic communities.
A computer system, able to implement such a mathematical editor, should have the following features: 119)
• Interactivity, where the most important aspect is the man-machine communication, i.e. offering an easy way to handle the program, and a real-time, high quality visualization of the resulting document.
• An efficient internal structure of the information, for its further processing by the corresponding algorithms.
The solutions that have been given up to now mainly focus on just one of the above criteria. In concrete the text processors follow the WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) paradigm, thus treating the mathematical symbols in a geometrical form, while the editors of the mathematical expressions are not integrated in the whole system. On the other hand, the text formatters, like TEX, (2°) have a strong symbolic internal structure and provide a high quality typesetting, but they do not possess the necessary interactive characteristics.
The lack of an adequate solution and the recent developments in hardware and software components that treat handwriting t3) enforce the need for a mathematical editor, whose main interaction would be by a natural means, such as handwriting.
The basic design criteria followed in the present editor are:
• User-friendly interface and full interactivity with the editor, as far as the data introduction, graphical representation and formatting are concerned.
• Use of the electronic pen as the principal means for communication with the editor. Human gestures are to be used for typical text processing operations, such as insertion, deletion or modification.
• Flexibility in the adaptation of the system to special site requirements concerning the processing capacity, the minimum error rate required as well as the minimum time requirements for a real-time processing.
• Flexibility in the decision, whether the system should be adapted to the user or inversely. Systems that cannot be adapted to some of the user habits result being unusableJ as) It should be pointed out that although the restriction of run-on discrete symbols may be important for the generic use of alphanumeric text, it does not constitute a serious drawback for the mathematical expressions.
• Use of established standards that contribute to an increased continuity and user familiarity. According to the design criteria described in the previous subsection, the hardware system consists of a digitizing tablet, a workstation and a laser printer. All these devices should have enough power for graphics processing. Also all other input devices should have a marginal use.
The software structure of the mathematical editor is shown in Fig. 1 .
It consists of a data acquisition and preprocessing module, followed by symbol recognition and error detection and correction. The final document is converted into the adequate format and processed by the TEX package.
The aspect of the general graphical interface is based on the X-Windows system and is comprised of the following regions, shown in the Fig. 2. • The data acquisition zone, where the data input is controlled and the digitized data are visualized in real-time, thus providing a digitized form of the symbols that are printed on the paper that covers the digitizing tablet. This region will become auxiliary, when the new technology of transparent digitizers is incorporated in the system. (221 • The zone, where the final recognized and formatted document is presented.
• The configuration and messages zone, where the user may have an interactive control of the system.
A final issue to the design and implementation of the interface of the mathematical editor is the use of human gesturesl23-25) as an integral part of it. Its use provides a path to a generalized interface based on the penpaper paradigm. Besides the introduction of the data (text and alphanumeric expressions), most of the typical text processing operations such as addition, deletion or modification are performed using human-like gestures. This gesture-based interface, that was extensively tested is presented in detail in another paper/26)
ON-LINE RECOGNITION OF
THE HANDWRITTEN SYMBOLS
Introduction and the elastic matchin9 approach
The module of symbol recognition described in this paper treats on-line run-on discrete handwritten symbols. The diversity of experimental conditions such as type of symbols, mode of data acquisition or type of processed documents give rise to a difficult task of performing a comparative analysis of the different techniques that were proposed in the literature, t27'2s) Also, although in off-line character recognition common databases are being created for benchmarks, a similar procedure is much more difficult in the field of on-line recognition. Therefore in this work, a widely used technique, known as elastic matching (4'2s'29) was chosen in order to be able to provide a comparative measure with the neural architecture.
The elastic matching approach is a method of pattern matching, that uses dynamic programming as a means to calculate the minimum possible distance between the test pattern and each of the a priori defined reference patterns. The nonlinear way of estimating the minimum distance compensates for any local changes and focuses on the general characteristics of the patterns. The same technique was widely used in the field of speech recognition and is known as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)J 3°)
Although the elastic matching technique makes an efficient use of dynamic programming as an optimization technique, it still has many problems with the time required for a comparison of real complex patterns. In order to compensate for this problem, elastic matching was used as a part of a decomposed pattern recognition system or in other cases special hardware and VLSI was proposed for its wide-spread applications. These basic modules and their corresponding functions are:
• lnstar, that performs a codification of the input pattern to an output node, through a set of adaptive weights (many-to-one relationship).
• Outstar, the reverse scheme from the instar. It permits the weights, that come out of the source node, to learn the presented pattern.
• On-center off-surroundfield, where the nodes compete among them. Each node excites itself (on-center) while inhibiting the surrounding ones (off-surround). Thus, a competition takes place resulting in a winner node at the simplest case.
The design and characteristics of the architectures based on these modules permits them comply with the following two principles.
• The stability-plasticity dillema, i.e. how a network can be stable, while at the same time being able to learn new incoming information.
• The noise-saturation dillema, i.e. how the noise can be suppressed without allowing large input signals to saturate the neurons.
Within the ART framework, several models have been proposed for the unsupervised or supervised classification of binary or analog patterns, or even time-varying patterns, t33) Recently, the concepts of Towards an art based mathematical editor, that uses on-line handwritten symbol recognition 811 Symbol codes 
(nT) --y(nT --T) and Ax = x(nT) --x(nT -T).
This representation avoids a heuristic feature detection, which is present in most of the already proposed character recognition schemes and approximates a handwriting generation model proposed by Plamondon/35) Presently, it represents an engineering approach oriented to a future exploitation of handwriting generation models in the recognition process.
Based on the previous representation of the handwritten symbols, the recognition problem can be decomposed to the following functions, that are shown in Fig. 3 .
(1) Data acquisition and preprocessing, where the handwritten input is enhanced and segmented to symbols and components, the digitized representations of the symbols are calculated, and a normalization of the component vector length is performed.
(2) Unsupervised classification of the components. As shown in Fig. 3 , all the fields that are embedded in the implemented neural hierarchy come from the set of models that have been proposed in the framework of ART, thus giving an architectural consistency to the proposed solution.
Unsupervised classification of the symbol components.
The ART2 neural network (9~ treats analogue inputs of fixed length. Therefore a linear elastic matching technique was necessary to normalize the length of the patterns which represent the components. The main functions of ART2 that follow the general guidelines of ART are:
• Suppression of the noise that is below the quenching threshold 0.
• Contrast enhancement and normalization of the input pattern.
• Codification of the pattern in a node of F z level through an instar and an on-center off-surround competitive network.
• Learning of the expectancies through an outstar.
• Reset in the case that the distance between the input pattern and the learned expectancy is above the vigilance parameter p.
• Choice of one of the existing or non-committed nodes, using a winner-take-all rule thus concluding to a resonant state.
In our system, a run-on discrete symbol is considered as a sequence of components, i.e. a series of traces between two successive pen lifts. After the codification of a component in a node of the F 2 field of ART2, the rest of the components of a symbol enter the ART2 module and get classified similarly at a node of the same field. The symbol is composed of the ordered sequence of the component category nodes, as indicated by the end-of-symbol signal that derives from the segmentation preprocessing stage.
Representation of the component sequence by a spatial pattern.
It is obvious from the above formulation, that the problem of representation and processing of a temporal sequence arises. Although several syntactical, engineering or dynamic systems solutions were proposed, (36) it seems psychologically more valid to adopt a neural theory proposed by S. Grossberg that considers the problem as one of parallel processing of STM spatial patterns. (37'38) According to Grossberg's theory, the formation of the spatial patterns has to comply to the following principles:
• Invariance, i.e. when the new sequentially presented patterns are stored, the temporal order codes of the previous patterns should remain invariable.
• Partial normalization, i.e. the limited capacity of the STM should be reflected in the spatial pattern.
This way, psychological data of free recall can be explained. (39) In these experiments subjects recall the first items (primacy), final ones (recency) or both of them (bowing), when presented with a sufficiently i0ng list of items.
Recently, a series of neural models have been proposed to implement the above principles tla '14) or incorporate them in more complex architectures. (4° '41) In our architecture the most recent version of the STORE model proposed by Bradski (14) was implemented and used. According to its two-level structure, the bottom layer registers the inputs and due to its competitive nature it represents the later entries with larger STM activations. On the other hand, the top-layer nodes track the bottom-layer activities, preventing an erosive influence during the presentation of new inputs. In order to take into account the repeated items, a winner-take-all preprocessor and an array structure were proposed. We should note that a similar solution was proposed in. (4°'41) 3.2.4. Supervised code and name assignment to the symbols. In the STORE network a spatial pattern was obtained, which stores the item and order information of the sequence of components that represents the handwritten symbol. The final step of the neural hierarchy is the codification of this spatial pattern. An unsupervised scheme proposed in (la) and composed by a series of outstars could not be used in the present scheme, since the correspondence between sequence of components and symbol codes is not one-to-one, thus giving rise to a conflict between spatial STORE patterns and symbol codes. The solution to the above problem is comprised of an analogue ARTMAP network, which combines the unsupervised nature of an ART2 model with a prediction error tracking procedure.
The original ARTMAP network (11) is composed of two ART1 networks, that are connected through an inter-ART associative memory module and a controlling scheme that regulates the learning and data stream. In ARTMAP the pattern to be classified is presented to the ART a module, while the corresponding code is presented to the ARTb. After the usual unsupervised codification at both ART modules, the resulting patterns are matched at the inter-ART module, resulting to an increase of the adaptive weights, when a correct prediction is made. On the other hand, if a mismatch is produced, an inter-ART reset is triggered that increases the vigilance parameter Pa of ART a just until a new inter-ART match is produced. This process of match tracking permits the creation of finer categories that correspond to rare but important inputs.
In our architecture the analogue version of ARTMAP is used, as proposed in, (42) in order to account for analogue inputs. In that network the ART1 modules were substituted by those of ART2. The patterns introduced to ART, are spatial, produced by STORE, while the inputs to ART b correspond to all symbol codes considered. In the learning phase pairs of component sequences and symbol codes are presented, while at the prediction phase the patterns that come out from the ARTb module are considered as the codes generated by the unknown symbols. Finally a name is assigned to the resulting code for its posterior processing.
ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION
In the mathematical editor two different types of data are treated, i.e. alphanumeric text and mathematical expressions. The distribution of these two types of information is fundamentally different, because on the one hand the typical Latin-based languages, that are treated here, are written from left to right, while on the other hand the mathematical expressions may be written in any form in the two-dimensional (2D) space. This property leads to a different approach in the segmentation phase, as well as at the error detectioncorrection phase, that is described below.
A hybrid architecture for alphanumeric text
The information used in the detection and correction module for the alphanumeric text is mainly of low level and consists of the n-gram frequencies and the dictionary-based one. The higher level information, i.e. the syntactic and semantic ones, cannot yet be efficiently used because of the problems encountered in the natural language field, although recently some attempts were made for the incorporation of statistical measures of them/43'44) We should also note that the existing techniques for error detection and correction are com~ putationally costly in terms of processing time and storage space. Therefore and according to the design specifications of the mathematical editor, the final user can configure the system and use some, if any, of these modules, depending on the site requirements.
The first module consists of an algorithm that detects the errors, based on the information of the n-grams. (45) Although normally only the information of the n-gram validity of a specified language is used, the appearance frequency of the n-grams was exploited in our system. We should note, that the n-grams with n > 3 do not contribute significantly to the error detection, while raising exponentially the complexity, and therefore were not included in the present implemen-'tation.
In the next module a Modified Viterbi Algorithm (MVA) t46) was implemented. This technique, widely used in the communications field, computes the best estimate of the characters of a word, based on the probability of correct recognition of a character and the transition or bigram frequencies. The MVA follows the general VA algorithm, with the difference that it only considers the d most probable candidates for each character. The simplicity as well as the existing hardware implementations of MVA make it a useful module in any recognition system.
In the complete configuration of our system, the n-gram validation module precedes the MVA thus reducing significantly the computational cost. Another enhancement consists in the use of the Raviv parameter F (47) that regulates the contributions of the classification and the context information in MVA. A good choice of the parameter F, depending on the characteristics of the data and the experiment conditions, may enhance significantly the error detection-correction capacity of this module.
In the final step a simple dictionary look-up was implemented, in order to check the validity of the recognized words, resulting in a feedback to previous modules and a consideration of other character candidates. The final user can configure this module, by choosing the appropriate size and type of dictionary, according to the compromise between computation time and efficiency. Currently, a more compact and storage efficient dictionary look-up technique is being implemented, following the one proposed by Wells et al. (4s) 
An attribute grammar for mathematical expressions
The mathematical expressions, contrary to the alphanumeric text of natural language, can be qualified as well-defined and structured, permitting variations that are easily interpreted by the context. The definition of the mathematical "language" and the nature of its users allowed a small margin of non-structured evolution. On the other hand, a large amount of different mathematical expression can be produced, thus having to reach a compromise between their free construction and the use of complementary symbols, such as parentheses, brackets etc.
The analysis of mathematical expressions has been treated in different occasions, (16.49.51) 
The attribute grammars form a class of context-free grammars and are defined by the following 4-tuple: G=(V N, V r, P, S), where V n is the set of the nonterminal symbols, V r is the set of the terminal symbols, S is the start symbol and P is the set of production rules.
Its peculiarity consists in the use of semantic rules ei in addition to the syntactic ones that handle a set of attributes, synthesized Ao( X ) and inherited A 1 ( X), that are associated to each symbol X~(V N ~) Vr). Therefore characteristics associated with the grammar symbols can be used, providing a much more flexible and robust use of the grammar.
In the case of the mathematical expressions, the non-terminal set Vn consists of higher or more elemental structures, such as (expression), (sumterm) or (integterm). The set of terminal symbols Vr contains all considered symbols. The attributes A(X) of the grammar symbols have to determine their position with respect to the rest.
The coordinates (xmi,, x .... xmea, Ymi,, Y .... Ymea) of the structures are extracted during the segmentation process and completely characterize the symbols.
In the set of production rules P, the syntactic rules represent the decomposition of the higher level expressions, while the semantic rules describe the relative position of the structures in the (x, y) coordinate space. Finally, the rules of generation of the synthesized attributes have to be provided in terms of the attributes of the lower levels.
As an example of the rules of the attribute grammar, a division term is presented:
Syntactic rule:
denominator.
Y.A. DIMITRIADIS and J. L. CORONADO
Semantic rule: Xmin(S1) > Xmin(S2), Xmax(S1) < Xmax(S2), Ymin(S1) > Ymax(Sz) Xmin(S3) > Xmin(S2), Xmax(S3) < Xmax(S2), Ymax(S3) ,< Ymin(S2).
Synthesized attributes:
x.,i. = min(xmi. 
Xme d = 0.5*(Xmi n -I-Xmax), Ymea = Ymed(S2)"
A lexical analysis of the input and a parsing phase, where both types of rules are checked, takes place. When an inconsistency is encountered between the input and the decomposition rules, the system sends a message to the user notifying him about the error. Two types of error are used in the system:
• A warning about the inconvenience of the form of entering the mathematical expression. In this case, the user may accept the recommendation and adapt himself to the system or on the contrary maintain his habits and indicate to the system his preferred way of writing the mathematical expression. In the latter case, the system has to adapt its rules (mainly the semantic ones), when there are not fundamental violations of the grammar. The implementation of the grammar, through the standard tools lex and yacc of Unix, permits a comfortable modification of the rules, although with an increase of the system complexity.
• A message about a basic error. In this case the source of the error has to be identified, among an eventual negligence of the user or an error in the preprocessing and recognition modules.
The formulation of the problem offers the flexibility required by the design specifications, that refer to the extension or modification of the writing norms. Also it offers a high capacity of error detection and eventual correction. On the other hand, the high computational cost should be mentioned, which in turn can be handled by a medium-range scientific workstation.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental environment
The laboratory prototype was developed in a Unixbased environment of a network of workstations, using the following standard software and hardware modules, in order to comply with the design requirements.
• The main workstation was a Sun 4/370, with a monochrome monitor of 19" and 1152 x 900 resolution. The same system was tested in other Sun-compatible workstations or X-terminals with equivalent performance.
• An electrostatic digitizing tablet Calcomp 23120, with an active area of 12 x 12" and a resolution of 1000 points per inch, connected to a serial port of the workstation while the sampling velocity was set to its maximum value of 125 points/s. A laser printer HP Laserjet IIIp was used as output device.
• The operating system was the Unix BSD derived SunOS 4.1.1, the programming language was ANSI C, and the windowing environment was X-Windows with the Open Look style, although working versions using Motif were also developed.
• The formatting package was LATEX, and the visualized and printed output was obtained in a PostScript format, using the PageView, gv and NeWSprint packages.
The chosen users were engineering undergraduate and graduate students and were required to write on different types of paper, attached to the digitizing tablet. No special requirements were imposed on the handwriting style, besides the restrictions of the divisions of each page and the run-on discrete symbols. In a first phase, a user was required to fill a page for each symbol, that was going to be used, and later he had to write a predetermined text that was validating the segmentation rules. Finally, the user could proceed to input a document of his own choice.
The acquired data were stored in a database, that was indexed according to the type of paper, the type of text and the username, for its posterior processing and analysis. The interactive use of the mathematical editor was also tested.
Preprocessing and segmentation
The main preprocessing techniques involve the bottom-up segmentation, and the normalization of the length of the vectors that represent the components of each symbol.
Each symbol component is detected by two consecutive pen lifts. The nature of the ART2 neural network requires a fixed length of the input vector. Therefore the linear elastic matching algorithm was employed, that corresponds to a linear interpolation of the points that form a component. A length of 25 was found experimentally sufficient to represent any type of component.
In the segmentation phase, two different techniques were used for alphanumeric text and mathematical expressions. Both techniques are heuristic and have to be adapted to every particular user.
For the alphanumeric case the fundamental units are components, symbols, words and lines. Using a bottom-up approach, each symbol component has to be recursively assigned to the superior level units or equivalently a change has to be detected for each symbol, word or line. The following criteria were used:
• A combined change of symbol, word and line is same-line same line detected when: dx < -Dx and d r < -D r
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• A combined change of symbol and word occurs when the previous criterion is not fulfilled and additionally: dx > -D~ "me-wo,a.
• Finally a change of symbol occurs, when the previous tests fail and additionally: dx > D~ ame-symb°l and d x <_ D~ ~"e-wora.
In the above criteria, the following variables for the distance between two successive symbol components were used:
The various threshold variables were estimated from the corresponding histograms of the pre-determined texts, that the users were required to enter. Dx --1000, Dy = 500. The mathematical expressions were treated in a way similar to the one proposed by Wang et al. 117 ) since the relation of the symbols or expression blocks has to be detected, i.e. whether they belong to the same line or one of them is a subindex or superindex of another one. The employed technique was proved to be sufficiently robust, although its statistical and heuristic nature should be emphasized.
Recognition of the handwritten symbols
5.3.1. Implementation of the elastic matchin9 approach. As it was explained in Section 3, the elastic matching algorithm was implemented, in order to serve as a comparison reference for the novel neural architecture. Therefore a brief description of the method and the results are given below.
In the initial phase, the contour of each symbol was obtained, since our intention was to provide a representation that could be used even for off-line recognition, and thus expand the comparison scope. The contour of each symbol was then represented in the same way as in the neural approach.
Since elastic matching belongs to the general category of pattern matching techniques, the reference patterns for each class should first be defined. The data set for the estimation of the reference patterns contained a number of 100-150 symbols that were introduced by each user in the first phase of the experiments. Using a standard method employed in Dynamic Time Warping, the distance dij of any two symbols i and j was calculated and the number of neighbors ni that have dij < T was estimated, where T is a threshold that reflects the distribution of the patterns. The reference pattern for each class is chosen as the one with the greatest ni.
In the classification phase, the distance between the test pattern and each reference pattern is computed and the nearest neighbour rule is applied for the final categorization. The distances reflect the confidence of classification of the test symbol to each candidate class.
The results of the elastic matching approach confirmed those reported in the literature for similar experiments ~4) and were in the range of 90-99~, depending on the quality of the input data. We should remind here the increased complexity of both learning and test phases, especially when the number of classes is large enough, as is the case in the mathematical editor.
Analysis of the performance of the neural hierarchy
In order to better evaluate the performance of the neural architecture, a limited number of symbols was used in the first stage of the experiments. The symbol samples were chosen in order to form a statistically sufficient data set, while incorporating the same or similar types of components in different symbols. In concrete the data set was composed of 132 "f" (two components), 130 "n" (1 component), 193 "," (1 component) and 110 "fi" (2 components). The digitized symbols used in this phase are shown in the Fig. 4 .
When the vectors that represent the symbol components were introduced to the ART2 network, with 25 F 2 nodes, a vigilance parameter p = 0.8 and a quenching threshold 0 = 0.1, the symbols formed the corresponding clusters in the F 2 field. The resulting errors were 8.55~ in the strict sense and 5.08~o in the wide sense. The strict sense of the errors refers to the cases where conceptually different components as "~" and "-" were classified in the same node, while these errors were discarded in the wide sense. We should note that only three presentation cycles of the input patterns were necessary for the stabilization of the network, obtaining later direct access to the category nodes. An example for the different phases of processing in ART2 is shown in Fig. 5 .
In the next step the influence of the choice of the network parameters was studied, by changing their values to p = 0.97 and 0 = 0.0. Although the vigilance parameter p, that regulates the coarseness of the categories, was significantly increased, the number of the category nodes remained constant. This fact indicates that the input patterns are sufficiently separated. On the other hand, the diminishing of the quenching threshold 0 resulted in a more compact distribution of the input patterns in the category nodes. The meaning of this result is that significant signal and not the noise was removed at the level F 0. In general, the optimum selection of the parameters p and 0, being very important for the fine tuning of the ART2 network, can be made from a previous statistical study of the input patterns.
The implementation of the conversion of the component sequences to symbol spatial patterns was made using the recency version of the STORE model.
The spatial patterns, that represent the sequences of components, are fed to an analogue ARTMAP network. The first 100 samples of each symbol were used for learning, while the rest of them were used for prediction. The results, presented in Table 1 If we attempt a qualitative analysis of the noncorrect cases, two main reasons are detected. In the first group of cases, the symbol components were erroneously classified at the F2 nodes of the ART2 network, which mainly grouped components of other symbols• This
• The bad quality of several introduced symbols, because of user negligence or problems of the digitizing process.
• The inefficient representation of the components by the measure of angular velocity• It is obvious, that in order to account for the enormous variability of handwriting, other features have to be incorporated in the input vector that represents the symbol components. In such a case, the input vector to the ART2 network should contain subvectors of different nature, such as range and sensitivity. It was proved, (55) that the ART2 network is not able to handle properly patterns of this type. Therefore a Multi-ART architecture(55) should be used, instead of the ART2 network, thus handling properly the heterogeneous input patterns, although there is an additional cost of memory storage and processing time.
The other class of undecided cases was produced by ART2 erroneous classification was due to the following the fact that new sequences of symbol components factors:
were presented at the prediction phase, which were not
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• learned before. An obvious solution to this problem is to increase the data set that is used in the learning phase, in order to incorporate more representative cases of the symbols used. In order to measure the generalization capability of the neural hierarchy, the same symbols written by another user were introduced to it, although no data from the second user were included in the learning set. It was confirmed that symbols, written in a similar way by the second user, had an equivalent prediction rate (140 correct predictions, 1 erroneous and 45 uncertain cases for the symbol "n"). On the contrary, symbols like "f", written in a totally different way, were classified incorrectly in their majority. This lack of generalization is confirmed by the fact, that an increase of p, to 0.99 converted the incorrect cases to uncertain ones. If we repeat the same experiment, including the same amount of symbols written by the second user in the learning set, the results shown in Table 2 are obtained:
The results shown in Table 2 confirm the robustness and flexibility of the neural architecture.
The last experiment was made in one of the most difficult sets of symbols, since it includes:
• Symbols, that scan many different types, like lowercase characters (h, p, and x), uppercase characters (H, P, and X), digits (0 and 8) and mathematical symbols (~).
• Symbols of the same form but of a different size (x and X, or p and P).
• Symbols, that contain repeated components in the representation of the angular velocity (+ and x).
The results, shown in Table 3 , indicate that the neural architecture is still robust, although the defects mentioned above are clearer in this worst-case experiment. In any case, errors due to size differences could be seen as indicators of a robust system that is invariant in size. Errors of this type are detected and corrected by the use of the context information, as is the case with the human readers.
Discussion on the symbol recognition problem
The two techniques of symbol recognition, employed in this work, result in similar recognition rates, al-though they come from different disciplines. If we look closer at both techniques, we can observe that both are based on pattern matching and use some kind of nearest neighbour rule for the final decision. Besides that, the neural architecture can be thought of as a combination of unsupervised clustering (ART2), representation of sequences (STORE) and supervised classification (analogue ARTMAP).
The main differences between the elastic matching approach and the ART-based hierarchy lie in their different nature. The fact that ART has strong biological and psychological foundations makes the neural architecture more plausible for a cognitive task such as the handwritten symbol recognition. On the other hand, all the general advantages of the neuralbased techniques, like their high parallelism, apply here.
The experimental study of both techniques reveals that the processing time and the storage requirements are better for the neural architecture, in both learning and prediction phases. The direct access to the category nodes of the ART networks greatly reduce the processing and storage requirements.
With respect to the comparison of our architecture with other neural networks:
• The design of the architecture includes three separate stages of unsupervised classification, conversion of temporal to spatial patterns, and supervised classification. To the best of our knowledge, there are no other models that can perform the same functions and at the same time belong to a unique class of models. Therefore it is not possible to perform such a direct comparison.
• There are not any neural architectures that attack the problem of on-line run-on discrete characters. Only two SOM-based (Self Organizing Maps) solutions of the dynamic cursive handwriting ~ 6,57) were reported, that are not directly comparable to our architecture that treats run-on discrete characters. In any case, the SOM approaches cover only the unsupervised phase of the allograph clustering, being comparable to our ART2 solution. The main disadvantage of SOM with respect to ART2 is the artificial way of reducing the learning rate, thus partially violating the plasticitystability dilemma.
• As far as the supervised part of the architecture is concerned, an equivalent solution could include a Multilayer Perceptron with the backpropagation learning algorithm. (5) As cited, previously (58~ the corresponding ARTMAP module requires much fewer cycles for similar performance in off-line character recognition, being closer to the neurobiological data and without showing problems of local minima. Our partial experiments confirmed the above comparison.
Error detection and correction
Results for the alphanumeric text.
A nonexhaustive experimental study was performed for the error detection and correction in the case of alphanumeric text. The statistical information was extracted from a large corpus of the greek language that was available at the National Technical University of Athens, in the context of the European Program Eurotra. Similar experiments were performed for the Spanish language, using data from a reduced corpus, with equivalent results.
In the first phase, texts from journals were used for the study of the performance of the module that detects errors, based on the trigram frequencies. New texts were created, that incorporated randomly produced errors using the confusion matrix of the recognition system.
When erroneous text, considered in the creation of the corpus, was introduced to the trigram frequencies module, the following ranges of detection rates were obtained:
• Detection of correct words: 97.47-98.87~o.
• Detection of erroneous words: 70.52-89.39~o.
• Average of correct detection: 89.10-96.40~.
When the tested texts had not been considered in the creation of the corpus the corresponding ranges were:75.10 75.66~o,91.32 95.95~o and 77.45 78.46~.
From the above results, we can observe that the trigram module is very efficient in error detection, although its performance depends widely on the corpus used. We should also remember that the processing time is rather low while the required storage is high.
Although both the trigram frequency and the VA modules can be configured to work independently, it was found that a combination of both modules is much more efficient than each one separately. The hybrid system, called here NMVA (New Modified Viterbi Algorithm), consists of the trigram module followed by an MVA one. A variation of the NMVA that uses the parameter F of Raviv was also tested.
It is known that the VA has a rather good error correction rate, when using the bigram frequencies, but on the other hand it favours excessively the most common bigrams, thus introducing new errors. A good measure of the efficiency of VA is defined by: A = L 1 --L2/LI* 100, where L 1 is the percentage of the erroneous words after the classifier, and L2 = Lzl + L22 , where L22 is the percentage of erroneous words corrected and L2z is the percentage of correct words converted to erroneous.
The range of the index A for an MVA module with d = 5, depending on the quality of the texts varied among 56.60% for words with a single error, 26.60% for words with three errors and 0~ for words with more than three errors. Also, the index L22 of the errors introduced by MVA varied between 0.50 and 8.00%.
In NMVA just the words, considered as erroneous by the trigram module, were fed to the MVA. Therefore, NMVA considers much less cases, thus reducing greatly the processing time. On the other hand, the index L22 was much less than in MVA, as expected. A general enhancement of 25 to 35% was observed, compared to the MVA module.
Finally, the parameter F of Raviv, that regulates the influence of the classifier and the statistical knowledge in MVA, was studied. Its optimal selection depends on the quality of the symbols to be recognized, the completeness of the corpus and the efficiency of the classifier. Based on the analysis of the above factors, the introduction of the parameter F increased the efficiency of error correction in a range of 20 to 30~o, as compared to the MVA.
Results for the mathematical expressions.
Since the alphanumeric text and the mathematical expressions are treated in a different way in the preprocessing and the error detection modules, the user has to provide a specific gesture that indicates, when a mathematical expression begins or ends. Also, in order to cover the case of the mathematical expressions within a text, like in T~X, another gesture is used to indicate this case.
The attribute grammar, used in the implemented laboratory prototype, consists of 72 rules, that treat an extensive range of mathematical structures, such as algebraic and trigonometric expressions, or integrals. In any case, its extension in order to cover other operations, like matrix, sets etc. is not complicated, due to the flexible way of representation of the knowledge.
The recognized symbols together with their synthesized attributes are fed to the system, for its posterior lexical analysis and parsing. As an example of the performance of this module, two groups of mathematical expressions with semantic or syntactic errors were introduced, as shown in the Fig. 6 . Expression 9: Compilation error while processing rootord. The root order is a negative number.
In the first group of five expressions, a semantic rule was violated and therefore a recommendation warning was sent to the user. If the user does not accept the recommendation, the system modifies the corresponding semantic rule in order to adapt itself to the user habits. On the other hand, the message issued for the group of expressions 6-9 is mandatory, since a syntactic rule was violated. In that case, either the user has to rewrite the expression or the system has to locate its internal error.
CONCLUSIONS
A novel mathematical editor, that uses the penpaper paradigm was introduced in this paper. The inexistence of such tools that focus on all aspects of graphical representation, flexible internal structure and natural interface, makes the proposed mathematical editor an important tool in the field of pen-computing. Special emphasis was put on the flexibility Of its configuration in order to adapt to the site requirements and the user habits. Also an important element is the inclusion of human gestures that permit the user to perform naturally typical operations, such as deletion, modification or insertion of text.
The run-on discrete handwritten symbols are recognized using a new neural architecture, that is based on the mathematically solid and biologically plausible Adaptive Resonance Theory. The experimental results show that the neural architecture is better in terms of processing-time and memory requirements than the state-of-the-art elastic matching algorithm. Besides the general advantages of the neurally inspired methods, the proposed neural scheme is closer to the natural cognitive task of handwriting recognition. In this direction, the on-going research intends to include a model of handwriting generation as a candidate representation of handwriting.
Finally, error detection and correction techniques were proposed for both alphanumeric text and mathematical expressions. In the latter case, a new attribute grammar was proposed that is flexible enough to ~re-present the knowledge of the mathematical structures and efficiently detect errors.
